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The sampling rate must be two times higher than the highest frequency of the 
analog signal based on Nyquist sampling theorem. This will increase the cost of 
sampling and lead to difficulty to process and transmit. Recently, a new sampling 
theorem called compressive sensing has been proposed. Based on this theoretical 
frame, the sampling rate for the sparse and compressive signal is not depend on the 
signal frequency but on the structure and content of the information. So, it’s possible 
to break the bottleneck of Nyquist sampling theorem. And the compressed data is 
sampled directly, so the sample data will be decreased and the memory space will be 
saved.     
The reconstruction algorithm is a key step in the compressive sensing theorem, 
and is a research focus at present. On this paper the main frame of the compressive 
sensing theorem will be studied. And under this foundation, the research is focused on 
the greedy algorithms of the reconstruction algorithm. As the classical greedy 
algorithm, the orthogonal matching pursuit(OMP) algorithm and its improved 
algorithm the tree-based orthogonal matching pursuit(TOMP) algorithm are 
researched. Based on experiment, the core idea, the framework and the 
implementation process of these two algorithms are studied, and their advantages and 
disadvantages are analysed, their accuracy of reconstruction are compared. 
The orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm based on block and 3D-tree is 
proposed to the issue of the large quantity of data for 3D-ground penetrating 
radar(3D-GPR) image. Firstly, the tree-based orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm 
is expanded from two-dimensional space to three-dimensional space. Secondly, the 
size of measurement matrix and sparse basic matrix is equivalent to the square of 
image size. If CS method is applied directed to the 3D-GPR imaging, the data will 
overflow. So block sample and reconstruction is applied to solve the problem of data 
overflow and increase the calculation speed. Different 3D-GPR images are applied in 
experiment. The experimental results show that the PSNR and vision effect of our 
algorithm are better than the algorithm of two-dimensional space. From the analysis in 
theory, our algorithm utilizes not only the spatial correlation in-plane, but also the 
time correlation between the different planes of the 3D-GPR image. So it's possible to 
















original image data. 
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个部分，如图 1.1 所示。Nyquist 采样必须满足美国电信工程师 H.Nyquist 1928
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发展了分布CS理论(Baron等提出)，1-BIT CS 理论(Baraniuk等提出)，Bayesian CS

























缩信号都可适用。传统的随机矩阵包括 Gaussian 矩阵，Wishart 矩阵，MANOVA












(Binary Sparse)矩阵，结构化随机(Structurally Random)矩阵，Chirps 测量矩阵，
随机卷积形成的感知矩阵等。这类测量矩阵是根据某一特定信号而应用的矩阵，






































优化是基于 1问题的求解，从最初的基追踪 BP(Basis Pursuit)
[8]到不断提出的内




如正交匹配追踪 OMP(Orthogonal Matching Pursuit)算法[13]、逐步正交匹配追踪
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